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1. Introduction 
Let R be a Noetherian domain and let Ah(R) = {k E NI 3P, 0 E Spec R, P c Q, 
height 0 = height P + height Q/P+ k} the set of abnormalities of R ; notice that R is 
catenarian if and only if Ah(R) = (0). It is known that Ah(R) needs not be reduced to 
(0); indeed, Nagata constructed in [8] a local domain D that does not satisfy the 
altitude formula, so that R = D[X] is not catenarian [lo, Theorem 3.6, p. 5211. 
Houston-McAdam raised the question of the possibility for Ah(R) to be an infinite 
set [4, p. 671. We solve this problem in Section 3: for every set S such that (0) c S E N, 
we construct a Noetherian domain D such that Ab(D[X]) = S; this D has the 
additional property of being catenarian. Of course, when S is an infinite set, D must 
be infinite dimensional and consequently cannot be local. 
If D is an n-dimensional local domain, then D[X] is (n + l)-dimensional and 
Ab(D[Xl) E (0, 1, . . . , n - 1). The problem here is whether or not for every set S 
such that{O}cSE{O,l,..., n - l}, there exists an n-dimensional ocal domain D 
such that Ab(D[X])= S. We answer this problem affirmatively in Section 2; 
however, the constructed D is not in general catenarian; as a matter of fact, if for 
some n 5 3 and some (0)~s c (0, 1, . . . , n - 1) there existed such a local catenarian 
then it would be a counterexample to several existing conjectures, as for instance the 
upper conjecture [5, p. 7501. In Section 3 we then show that for every set S such that 
{o}~sc{o,1,..., n - l}, there exists a catenarian n-dimensional semi local domain 
D such that Ab(D[X]) = S. 
A related problem to the preceding one is whether or not for every n 2 2 and 
Ts{2,..., n} there exists a local domain D, with maxima1 idea1 M such that 
T = {r / there exists a saturated chain of prime ideals of length r between (0) and M}. 
We also answer this problem affirmatively in Section 2, providing a wide class of non 
catenarian local domains with prescribed lengths for chains of prime ideals. 
For the construction of the examples of Sections 2 and 3 we develop a “glueing 
process” which generalizes a device that appears in Grothendieck [3, pp. lOl-1021 
and in Nagata [8]. The main advantage of this generalization over Nagata’s device is 
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to be more conceptual, allowing much lighter constructions and allowing the control 
of more data. 
We also note at the end of the paper that the ideas used in Section 3 give easily the 
construction of a Noetherian domain D having any prescribed characteristic, and 
having any prescribed infinite set of integers 21 for the set of heights of its maximal 
ideals, such that the integral closure of D is not a finite D-module, Dp is integrally 
closed for every non-maximal prime ideal P of D, and the integral closure of D,+, is a 
finite DM-module for every maximal ideal M of D; this is better than Nagata’s 
example [9, Example 8, p. 2 1 l] that has characteristic p # 0 and dimension 1. 
In this paper all rings are commutative with identity, and a prime ideal is always 
different from the unit ideal. A local ring is a Noetherian ring with only one maximal 
ideal; a semi-local ring is a Noetherian ring with only a finite number of maximal 
ideals. The symbol c denotes inclusion, and the symbol c denotes proper inclusion. 
A saturated chain of prime ideals in a ring consists of a chain of prime ideals 
POCPIC. ..cP, such that height Pi/Pi-i=19 Vi=l,...,r; in this case r is the 
length of the chain. A domain R is cutenuriun if for every prime ideal P of R, the 
length of any saturated chain of primes between (0) and P is equal to height P. Let P 
be a prime ideal in a ring R and denote the quotient field of R/P by K(P). A prime 
ideal 9 of R[X] is an upper to P if 9 n R = P and 6?i’ ZP - R[X]. 
2. The finite case 
In this section, we show that given n 5 1 and a set S such that (0)~ S c 
{O,l,..., n - 1) there exists an n-dimensional local domain D such that 
Ab(D[X]) =S. We also show that given n 22 and a set T such that {n}c T E 
12,. . * , n} there exists an n-dimensional ocal domain D, with maximal ideal M such 
that T = {r 1 there exists a saturated chain of prime ideals of length r between (0) and 
Ml. 
Proposition 2.1. Let (0) E S = {iI, . . . , il} E (0, 1, . . . , n - 1). Let D be an n-dimen- 
sional local domain and B an integral extension of D. Suppose that B is Noetheriun 
with exactly r maximal ideals of height n - il, . . . , n -i,, that B[X] is cutenuriun and 
that above every non maximal prime ideal of D lies only one prime ideal of 8. Then 
Ab(D[X]) = S. 
PrOOf. Let Mi,, . . . , Mi, be the maximal ideals of B, of height n - il, . . . , n -i, 
respectively; let M be the maximal ideal of D. First, we claim that if P is any 
non-maximal prime ideal of D, if C?’ is any upper to P, if 5” is any prime ideal of B[X] 
lying over 9, then height B’= height 9 and D[X]? is catenarian. Indeed, 9’ is an 
upper to P’ where P’ is the only prime ideal of B lying over P, hence height 8’= 
height P’ + 1 = height P + 1 = height 9; furthermore DIXld is catenarian for, 
otherwise, by the Going Up we could produce in B[X] a saturated chain of prime 
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ideals between (0) and some 9” lying over 9 whose length would be strictly smaller 
than height 9 = height 9” which is absurd since B[X] is catenarian. 
Now let i E S; we want to show that i E Ab(D[X]). We can suppose i > 0 for it is 
clear that 0 E Ab(D[X]). Since height Mi = n -i, we can choose in B a prime ideal 
P’cMi such that height P’= n -i - 1. Take x E Mi\lJjss.i+iMi; it is clear that 
X--x E (Mi, X)\P’[X]. By Krull’s Principal Ideal Theorem, there exists in B[X] a 
prime ideal 9’~ (Mi, X) that is an upper to P’ and that contains X-x; note that 
height 9’ = height P’ + 1 = n - i and that 9’~ (M, X) is saturated. Intersecting with 
D[X] we obtain 9 c (M, X) where 9 = 9’ll D[X]. We claim that height 9 = n -i; 
indeed, the extension D[X]-, ;B[X] being integral, 9 is an upper to P’ fl D f M, and 
height 9 = height 9’ = n -i. We also claim that the chain 9’ c (M, X) is saturated; 
indeed, otherwise, by the Going Up we would get a prime ideal 9’“in B[X] such that 
9’~ Y’c(Mi, X) for some YES; then, since X -x E 9”’ c (Mj, X) and since 
xkUit;Mi we would have i = j, which is absurd because 9”~ (Mi, X) is saturated. 
Now g c (M, X) being saturated, we obtain that height(M, X)-height 9 - 1 E 
Ab(D[X]), hence that (n + 1) -(n -i) - 1 = i E Ab(D[X]). 
Conversely, let i E Ab(D[X]); we want to show that i E S. We can suppose i > 0 for 
0 E S by hypothesis. Let 9 c P be prime ideals of D[X] such that height 9 = s, 
height 9/.9 = t and height 9 = s + t + i. Since DIXlg is not catenarian, we already 
know that 9 is not contained in any upper to P, VP f M; thus 9 n D = M. By the 
Going Up we can produce in B[X] a saturated chain of prime ideals of length s + t 
between (0) and 9’, where 9’ is some prime ideal of B[X] lying over 9 ; since B[X] is 
catenarian we must have height 5!’ = s + t. If 9 is an upper to M, then S’ is an upper to 
Mi for some ~cS and height.Z?‘=heightMj+l=n-j+l; then we have s+t= 
n-j+1 and j=n-s-t+l; on the other hand we also have i=height4-s-t= 
n+l-s-t so that i=j~S. If ?!=M[X], then S’=Mi[X] for some jcS and 
height9’=n-j; then we have s+t=n-j and j=n-s-t; on the other hand we 
also have i=heightg-s-t=n-s-t so that i=j~S. 
Note. The preceding proposition remains true without supposing B Noetherian; 
what is used in the proof is that if M is a prime ideal of B, then the height of any upper 
to M is equal to height M+ 1. It is not hard to check that B being an integral 
extension of the Noetherian domain D, this property is indeed satisfied. 
Now we need the following generalization of Grothendieck’s “glueing process” [3, 
pp. lOl-1021. 
Proposition 2.2. Let R be a domain, and letMl, . . . , MS be maximal ideals of R such 
that RIMi is isomorphic to R/MI for i = 1, . . . , S. Let ei: R/Ml + R/AM, be iso- 
morphisms with ~1 the identity, and let C = {r E R 1 Ei(r +M,) = r +Mi, Vi = 1, . . . , s}. 
Then: 
(a) RisafiniteC-module,M,nC=nf=,MiVi=1,...,s,and~ll,...,M,are 
the only maximal ideals of R lying ocer nf=, Mi; 
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(b) Above every prime ideal P of Csuch that P c n,‘=, Mi lies only one prime ideal 
P’ of R; 
@z) If R is Noetherian and if M1, . . . , MS are the only maximal ideals of R, then Cis 
local and n;=, Mt is its maximal ideal. 
Proof. (a) Let t9:R +@:=I RIMi be the homomorphism defined by e(r) = 
(r+Ml,. . . , r+M,) and let el = (1, 0, . . . , 0), . . . , e, = (0,. . . , 0,l). By the Chinese 
Remainder Theorem, for i = 1,. . . , s there exists ri E R such that 0(ri) = ei; we’ll 
showthatR=C+Cri+.+*+Cr,.LetrER;then 
e(r)= i (eIef’(r+Mi), . e. 9 etef’(r+Mi), 
i=l 
For i = 1,. . . , S, let yi E R be such that 
O(yi)=(e1ert(r+Mi), m. e 9 etef*(r+Mi), a e 
then we have 
and 
e(r) = i Wiki = fZ 8(yiM(ri) 
i-l i=l 
. . 
We want to show that yi E C Vi = 1, . . . , s, i.e., that ci(yi +Ml) = yi +Mi, Vi, j E 
{I,. * a, s}. By definition we have 
(yi+M1,...,yi+Mi,...,yi+M,) 
=t9(yi)=(eIer*(r+Mi), . . v 9 ejer’(r+Mi)r . . .) EsET1(r+MJ), 
so that 
(*) yi+Mt=eter*( r+Mi) Vi,jE{l, . . . , s}. 
Since ~1 is the identity, we have yi -t Ml = ET’ (r +Mt), hence also ej(yi +Ml) = 
eierl(r+Mt), and by (*) we get yi+Mt=et(yi+M1), Vi, j~{l, . . . , s}. Thus R is a 
finite C-module. Now let i E (1, . . . , s}; if f is any element of Mi n C, we have 
~+Mj=EjE;‘(f+Mi)=OV~=l, e me , s, i.e. 6 E nf_i Mi; since the other inclusion is 
clear, we get that Mi n C = nf_l Mb Furthermore, if M is any maximal ideal of R 
that lies above n;=, Mt, we have Mn C 2 nfcl Mt, hence M anf=1 Mi and 
M=MjforsomejE{l,...,s}. 
(b) Let P c n;_, Mt be a prime ideal of C; since R is integral over C, there exists a 
non maximal prime ideal P’ of R lying over P [6, Theorem 4.41; notice that such a 
prime ideal P’ satisfies P = P’n C 2 P’n (nf_l Mt) 2 P’n P= P, so that P= 
P’ n (n;=, Mt). If P” is another prime ideal of R lying over P, we have P’ n 
(f-j;= 1 Mj) = P” n (n;= 1 Mt), hence P’ = P”. 
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(c) If R is Noetherian, so is C by [l, Theorem 2, p. 2811. fli_, M, is a maximal 
ideal of C by (a); if Mi, . . . , M, are the only maximal ideals of R, then fI;=, Mj has to 
be the only maximal ideal of C [6, Theorem 4.41. 
Example 2.3. Let (0) ES E (0, 1,. . . , n - 1). We shall construct an n-dimensional 
local domain D such that Ab(D[X]) = S. In view of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, we just 
have to construct a domain B satisfying the following properties: 
(1) B is Noetherian; 
(2) There is a bijection i*Mi between S and {M/M maximal ideal of B} such 
that height Mi = n -i; 
(3) B/MO z B/Mi, Vi E S; 
(4) B[X] is catenarian. 
Let K be a field, let { Yr, Y2, . . . , Y,,,, . . .} be an infinite set of indeterminates over 
K, and let L be the field K( Yi, Y2, . . . , Y,,,, . . .). Let {Xi,, . . . , Xi(n-i) ( i E S} be a set 
of indeterminates over L, let A be the polynomial ring L,[{Xil, . . . , Xi(n-1) 1 i E S}], 
let B be the ring of fractions As with Y=A\Ui,&, where MI = 
(Xii, *. . , X;(n-i))r and let Mi = M:B. It is clear that B satisfies (1) and (2). Notice 
that 
Now, to see that B[X] is catenarian, just notice that B[X] = Ay[X] = A[X]y and 
that A[X] = L[{Xil, . . . , Xi(n-i) 1 i E S}, X] is catenarian, since it is a polynomial ring 
in a finite number of indeterminates over the field L. 
Remark 2.4. If n > 3 and if S contains an i # 0, n - 1, then the n-dimensional ocal 
domain D such that Ab(D[X]) = S constructed in Example 2.3 is not catenarian; 
indeed we see that B has a maximal ideal of height n - i Z n, 1, so that, since B is 
integral over D, D cannot be catenarian [7, Theorem 2, p, 7201. Notice that if for 
some IZ B 3 there existed an n-dimensional catenarian local domain D such that 
Ab(D[X]) contained i # 0, n - 1, then D would be a counter-example to several 
existing conjectures. For instance, taking B c 9 prime ideals of D[X] such that 
height 9 = height 9 + height .!??/9 + i, we would have D[X], non catenarian; since 
D is supposed to be catenarian, this would force S to be an upper to the maximal 
ideal M of D [S, Theorem 2.1, p. 7471 and we would have n + 1 = height S > 
height 9 + height 9/B = height 5! -i 2 (n + 1) - (n - 2) = 3. Then there would exist a 
saturated chain of prime ideals in D[X] (0) c PI c * . * c Ps = 9 c 9s+1 c + * . c Pt = 
9 of length t with 3 G t cn, i.e., with tr(2)u {n + 1); this would be a counter- 
example to the upper conjecture [5, p. 7501 that says that {m ]m is the length of a 
saturated chain of primes from (0) to 9 in D[X]} is contained in (2) u {u + 1 / u is the 
length of a saturated chain of primes from (0) to M in D}. 
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Example 2.5. Let II 2 2 be an integer and let {n} E T c (2, . . . , n}. We shall construct 
an n-dimensional local domain C with maximal ideal M such that T = {r 1 there exists 
a saturated chain of prime ideals of length t between (0) and M}. 
As in the Example 2.3, let K be a field, let { Yi, Yz, . . . , Y,, . . .} be an infinite set 
of indeterminates over K and let L be the field K(Yi, Y2,. . . , Y,, . . .). Let 
{Xl, *. * f Xii 1 i E T} be a set of indeterminates over L, let A be the polynomial ring 
L[{xil,. - * 9 Xi,liE r}],let B betheringof fractionsAywithY=A\&TM:,where 
MI = (Xii, * * * 3 Xii) and let Mi = MIB. Notice that height Mi = i, that dim B = n and 
that BfM,,rB/Mi, Vi E T. Let ei: B/M,, + B/Mi be isomorphisms with e, the 
identity, and let 
C={bEB]el(b+Mn)=bfMiViE.T}. 
By Proposition 2.2 C is local, B is integral over C and above every non maximal 
prime ideal P of C lies only one prime ideal P’ of B; B is catenarian by construction. 
Now let t E T and consider a saturated chain of prime ideals in B 
OCPlC. - *cP,_,cM,, 
with PI = (XtI). Then the chain 
OcP1nCc. - - c PtW1 n C c M 
is also saturated because B is catenarian, PI is the only prime ideal of B lying above 
PI n C, and M, is the only maximal of B that contains PI. Thus, we have that for every 
t E T, there exists a saturated chain of prime ideals of length t between (0) and M. 
Conversely, if 0 c Q1 c . . . c Qi-1 c M is a saturated chain of prime ideals in C of 
length i between (0) and M, then by the Going-Up we obtain a saturated chain of 
prime ideals in B (0) c C?: c . . . c Q:_, c Mt for some t E T; since B is catenarian 
and since height M, = r, we have that r = i and therefore i E T. 
3. The infinite case 
In this section we show that given a set S such that (0) z S EN there exists a 
catenarian Noetherian domain D such that Ab(D[X]) = S. When (0)~ SE 
(0, 1, . . . , n - l}, there exists such a D with the additional property of being 
n-dimensional semi-local. 
Lemma 3.1. Let R be a Noetherian domain and R[X] be the ring of polynomials in 
one indeterminate over R. Then 
(a) If 9 is a prime ideal of R[X] and M is a maximal ideal of R such that 
9 n R c M, then every saturated chain of prime ideals in R[X] between (0) and 9 can 
be lifted to a saturated chain of prime ideals in R&X] of the same length between (0) 
and 9Rlcr[X]; 
(b) R[X] is catenarian if and only if RJX] is catenarian for every maximal ideal 
Mof R; 
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(c) If R is catenarian and R[X]2 is not catenarian for some prime ideal2 of R[X], 
then 2 is an upper to some maximal ideal of R. 
Proof. (a) Everything is clear if we notice that R,w[X] = R[X]R,M. 
(b) If R[X] is catenarian, then R&X] = REX] R,M is also clearly catenarian for 
every maximal ideal M of R. The converse is true by (a). 
(c) Let 2 be a prime ideal of R[X] and M a maximal ideal of R such that 
2nRcM and21 =2R,,+ If R[X19 is not catenarian, then (RM[X])9, is also not 
catenarian by (a). Since R is Noetherian catenarian, R,w is local catenarian; thus 21 is 
an upper to MRM [5, Theorem 2.1, p. 7471 and 2 is an upper to M. 
Proposition 3.2. Let (0) c S c N. Let D be a Noetherian domain whose set of maximal 
ideals is {Mi 1 i E S} with height Mi = i + 1, and B an integral extension of D. Suppose 
that B is Noetherian, that its set of maximal ideals is {Mii 1 i E S, j = 0, 1) with 
Mio n D = Mi, n D = Mi, height Mio = 1 and height Mi, = i + 1, and that B[X] is 
catenarian. Then D is catenarian and Ab(D[X]) = S. 
Proof. First we show that D is catenarian; it is clearly sufficient to show that if Mi is 
any maximal ideal of D, then all saturated chains of prime ideals between (0) and Mi 
have length equal to i-t 1. If i = 0 this is clearly true. Let i > 0 and consider a 
saturated chain of prime ideals of length t between (0) and Mi; clearly r > 1. Since 
height Mio = 1, we obtain by the Going-Up a saturated chain of prime ideals of length 
r between (0) and Mil; but B is catenarian and we have r = height Mil = i + 1 = 
height Mi, thus D is catenarian. 
Let i E S; we want to show that i E Ab(D[X]). We can suppose i > 0 for it is clear 
that 0 E Ab(D[X]). Take x E Mio\Mil and let 9’~ (Mi,, X) be a prime ideal of B[X] 
that is an upper to (0) and that contains X-x; note that height 9’= 1 and that 
9’~ (Mio, X) is saturated. Intersecting with D[X], we obtain 9 c (Mi, X) where 
9 = B’n D[X]; of course 9 is an upper to (0) and height 9 = 1. We claim that 
9’ c (Mi, X) is saturated; indeed, otherwise, by the Going-Up we would get a prime 
ideal 9” in B[X] such that 9’~ 9”~ A’ with JH’ lying over (Mi, X), i.e. with 
JV= (Mio, X) or A’= (Mil, X); since X-X E 8’cJt’ and since xkMi1, we would 
have Jt’ = (Mio, X), which is absurd because 9’ c (Mio, X) is saturated. Now, 
9 c (Mi, X) being saturated, we obtain that height(Mi, X)-height 9 - 1 E 
Ab(D[X]), hence that (i + 2) - 1 - 1 = i E Ab(D[X]). 
Conversely, let i E Ab(D[X]); we want to show that i E S. We can suppose i > 0 for 
0 E S by hypothesis. Let 9 c 2 be prime ideals of D[X] such that height B = s, 
height 2/P = t and height 2 = s + t + i. Since D[X], is not catenarian and since D is 
catenarian, we obtain by Lemma 3.1 that 2 is an upper to the maximal ideal M, of D 
for some r E S and that height 2 = height M, + 1 = r + 2. By the Going-Up we can 
produce in B[X] a saturated chain of prime ideals of length s + t between (0) and S’, 
where 2’ is some prime ideal of B[X] lying over 2. Such a 2’ is necessarily an upper 
to MrO or to M,l so that height 2’ = 2 or r + 2 respectively; furthermore, since B[X] is 
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catenarian, we have height 9’= s + t; on the other hand we also have s + t = 
heights-i=r+2-i<r+2; thus, we must have height9’=2. Then, from 2= 
height 9’ = s+t=r+2-i,wegetthati=rES. 
Example 3.3. Let (0) G S E N. 
We shall construct a catenarian Noetherian domain D such that Ab(D[X]) = S. In 
view of Proposition 3.2, we just have to construct wo domains B and 0 satisfying the 
following properties: 
(1) D is Noetherian; 
(2) There is a bijection i *lLli between S and {M 1 M is maximal ideal of D} such 
that height Mi = i + 1; 
(3) B is Noetherian; 
(4) B is an integral extension of D; 
(5) For every i E S, there are exactly two maximal ideals of B, say iMi0 and Mii, 
lying over Mi, with height Mio = 1; 
(6) B[X] is catenarian. 
Let L be a field, let (Xi09 Xii, . . . , Xi(i+l) 1 i E S} be a set of indeterminates over L, 
and let A be the polynomial ring L[{Xio, Xi,, . . . , Xi(itl) 1 i E S}]. Let M:o = (Xio) 
and M:, =(Xii,. . . , Xici+i,); they are obviously prime ideals of A of height 1 and 
i + 1 respectively. Let B = AY where Y= A\UieS,i=o,l M:i and Mij = M iJ3. It is clear 
that Vi E S, Vj = 0, 1, Mij is a maximal ideal of B of height 1 if i = 0 and of height i + 1 
ifi=l. 
Claim 1. B is Noetherian and (it4ij 1 i E S, j = 0, 1) is the set of all maximal ideals of B. 
Proof. See [9, Example 1, p. 2031. 
Now observe that: 
B/Mo~L({X,o,Xrt,. . . ,Xr(r+~)lr~S r#i)u{Xil,. . . ,Xici-~,I) 
and 
B/Mil z L({Xro, XI, * * * 9 &+~jl r E S r # il U {XiO)). 
In order to have these two fields isomorphic even in the case of S being finite, we take 
LofthetypeL=K(Y1,Yz ,.,., Y,,, ... )where{Yi,Y* ,..., Y, ,... }isaninfinite 
set of indeterminates over a field K. Then, for every i E S we choose ei : B/Mio + 
B/M;:1 a K-isomorphism, take Ci ={b E B (~i(b +Mio)=b +Mil} and D =niesCi; 
set Mi = Mio n D. 
In order to obtain the properties 1 to 6 we impose the following conditions on the 
&i’s: 
&i(Ym+MiO)= Yfn+Mil Vmsi, mEN; 
&i(Xrj+MiO)=Xrj+Mi1 VrES,r<i,V’j=O, l,..., r+l; 
Ei(XsO+~iO)=xsO+Ml VsES, s>i; 
Ei(Xsl+~iO)=xsl+~il VsES,s>i. 
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These conditions can be pictured in the following way: 
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X ,<,+I,;. .) 
Claimt. M,=Mi”nD=MiInDandMif~j,Vi,jES,i#j. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.2, Vi E S we have MO n Ci = Mii n Ci, thus 
Now for every i E S, we have XioXii E D = nreS C,; indeed on one hand we have 
Vr + ix,,, Xi, E C,, hence XioXii E Cr, and on the other hand we have ci(XioXii + 
Mio)=&i(O)=O=XioXi1+Mi1, hence XioXiiE Ci. Then if if j, we have XioXiiE 
h4ionD =Mi but X,,Xi,kMj=Mjon D, since Xi,Xii&Mjo. 
Claim 3. D is Noetherian and {MJi E S} is the set of all maximal ideals of D. 
By [9, (El - 1) p. 2031, it is sufficient to prove the following two claims: 
Claim 3.1. DM, is noetherian, Vi E S. 
Claim 3.2. Every non-zero proper ideal of D is contained in some A4i, and in only a 
finite number of them. 
Proof of Claim 3.1. By Proposition 2.2, we know that Ci is Noetherian; to show that 
DM, is Noetherian it suffices to show that D ,Q,, = (Ci),y, where Ni = M,o n Ci. That 
DM~ c (C~)N~ is clear, since D E Ci and Mi = Ni n D. In order to show that (Ci)N, E 
D,q, it suffices to show that Ci c D,q, because Ni =h4io n Ci = (Mi, n D.q) n C’i = 
MiD, n Ci. Thus let (Y E Ci E B G Ay, let f~ A, g E Y be such that cy = f/g and let 
r > i be an integer such that 
f,gEK(Yl,-.., Y,)[{X,,,X,1,...,X,,,+,,IsES,S~r>l. 
It is clear that @ = flrcs.rs,,s+i X,0X,, ED and that PLMi, since p&M:, uM:i. We 
claim that /3cr ED. Since /3 and LY = f/g are elements of B involving only the 
indeterminates 
{l--l,..., Y,~uWso, xsl, * . . , Xs@tl) Is E s, 5 c 4, 
both belong to C,, Vr > r, thus the product /3cu also belongs to C,, Vt > r; that the 
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product pa belongs to C, Vt 6 r, t f i, is because for such t, we have 
&,@a +Mto) = E~((s~sxsoxsl)a +Mo) 
S=SI 
s#i 
= &t(O) = 0 = (n x,0x& +M,1; 
SES 
s=zr 
s#i 
finally @a also belongs to Ci, because p = flses.ls,.s+i X,&Y,, E Ci and (Y E Ci by 
hypothesis. Now having p E D\Mi and pcz E D, we obtain LY E D,++ Thus Ci c D,v, and 
(C)N, = DM~* 
Proof of Claim 3.2. Let II be a non zero proper ideal of D. First, we show that lI is 
contained in 
UMi=( ,g Mj)nD; 
icS 
j=O.l 
for that we show that if x is any element of D that is not invertible in D, then x is not 
invertible in B either. Indeed, if x was invertible in B, then it would already be 
invertible in Ci for every i E S since by Proposition 2.2 B is integral over Ci, hence 
x-* would belong to niEs Ci = D, which is absurd. Second, we show that if f, g E II, 
then there exists s E S such that f, g E A&. Let fi, gl E A and fi, g2E 9’ such that 
f=fi/gr, g = f2/g2; let r be an integer such that 
fi, f2, gl, g2E N-To, Xl, . . . , Xi(itl) 1 iE S, i s rIl* 
For icS, isr let 
1 
Xi&i1 
di = 
if g&Mi and f& Mi, 
1 otherwise 
and take d = niss,isr die Of course, since f + dg E ll E IJiGS Mi, there exists s E S such 
that f + dg EM,; furthermore it is clear that s =z r. Let’s see that f, g E M,; if fkM,, 
then d, = X,0x,, EM,, hence d E M, and f + dgk M,, which is absurd; if f E M, and 
gk M, then dk M, and f + dgk M,, which is absurd; thus f, g E M,. Third, we note that 
every non zero element of D is contained in at most finitely many Mi for otherwise it 
would be contained in infinitely many Mio of B which is not. Fourth, we show that II is 
contained in some Mi. Let 0 #f e U; f belongs to only finitely many Mi’s, say 
Mi,, . - - 9 Mi,; then there exists j E (1, . . . , t} such that II G Mi, for otherwise we would 
have UGMi,u**. v Mi, and we could choose g E U such that gti Mi, v * * * v M,,, 
hence such that f, g belonged to no Mi, which is absurd. 
In order to see that the domains B and D satisfy the properties 1 to 6, we still have 
to check that B is an integral extension of D and that B[X] is catenarian. 
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Claim 4. B is an integral extension of D. 
Proof. Let b E B = Ay, f E A and g E 9’ be such that b = f/g; let r be an integer such 
that 
f, g E KC%, * . . , Yr>wso, Xl, . * * , Xr(r+l) 1s ES, s d 43 
and consider d = nics.i<r Xi&i*; it is clear that 0 # d ED. If n is any positive integer, 
then d(f/g)” E Ci for i > r, since d and f/g are elements of B involving only the 
indeterminates 
{Yi,. * * 9 Y~>uws,,x*, . . . , Xr(r+l) Is E s .f s 4, 
and d(f/g)” E Ci for i c r, since for such i we have d E Mio n Mil and consequently 
Thus we have db” = d(f/g)” ED, Vn L 0, and D[b] c D * (l/d); since D is 
Noetherian, this implies that b is integral over D. 
Claim 5. B[X] is catenarian. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, it is equivalent o show that BMJX] is catenarian, Vi E S, Vj E 
(0, 1). We have 
BM,,, = ~%x,o, .&I, . . . , Xr(s+l) IS E S)lLYiui,l = Ll[&OIWi& 
where L1 is the field 
U&J, xsl. * * .,Xr(s+l)IS~S,S#i}U{Xi*,...,Xi(i+l)}); 
therefore 
BMJXI = Ll[xid,&XI =LICJ& WL~IX~~I\X~~L~[X~~I 
is catenarian, since the polynomial ring Ll[Xio, X] over the field L1 is certainly 
catenarian. Similarly, BMJX] is catenarian. 
Remark 3.4. Let (0)~ S ~(0, 1,. . . , n - 1). Then by the construction done in 
Example 3.3, we get a catenarian semi-local domain D such that Ab(D[X]) = S, and 
such that dimension of D = SUP,~~ {s + 1) G n. If n - 1 k S and if we want a semi local 
catenarian domain D of dimension exactly n, we just have to modify the construction 
in Example 3.3 to 
A = K( Yi, Yz, . . . , Y,, . . .KG,, Xl, . . . , Xs(s+l)/s E S1 u {Z,, . . . , ZJI, 
y=A\(( ,ps M~)u(Z1v***vZn))s B=Ay, 
i=O.l 
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ei defined as before, and 
Ci={bEBIEi(b+Mii0)=b+MiI}, with D=U Ci. 
isS 
Remark 3.5. In [9, Example 8, p. 2111, Nagata constructs a Noetherian domain D 
such that the integral closure of D is not a finite D-module but the integral closure of 
DP is a finite &-module for every prime ideal P of D. Looking at the conductor, it is 
clear that such a domain D must have infinitely many maxima1 ideals; also, not all the 
localizations of D at the maxima1 ideals can be integrally closed. The domain 
constructed by Nagata has characteristic p # 0 and dimension 1. We want to show 
that with the techniques used in Example 3.3, we can construct a noetherian domain 
D of any characteristic, with any prescribed infinite set of positive integers for the set 
of heights of its maxima1 ideals, such that: 
(a) The integral closure of D is not a finite D-module. 
(b) For every non-maximal prime ideal P of D, DP is integrally closed. 
(c) For every maxima1 ideal M of D, the integral closure of DM is a finite 
&-module. 
Let L be a field of any characteristic. Let A be an infinite set, and for every A E A let 
nh be an integer 21; put a total order s on A such that A has no biggest element. Let 
{X*0, Xl,. * . , X,,,, 1 A E A} be a set of indeterminates over L, and construct the 
noetherian domains B and D using the same techniques as in Example 3.3. More 
precisely, let A = LHX,o, X, 1, . . . , XL, 1 A E AH, %I = W*oL ML1 = 
(Xl,. * . , Xn,), Y= A\UA..,J=O.I M:iy B = Ag and MAi = M:iB. For every A E A, 
let eA :B/MAO+ B/M,, be an isomorphism such that: 
for p <A, E~(Xsi+M~o)=X~i+M~l Vi=07 1, * * * 9 n,, 
forp>A, E~(Xpi+M~o)=X~i+M~~ Vj=Ov 1 
andletC~={bEB]e~(b+MAO)=b+M~i};letD=nh,,,C~ andM,=MhonD.It 
is clear that all the claims proved in Example 3.3 stay valid; in particular D is a 
noetherian domain, the set of maxima1 ideals of which is {MA 1 A E A}; it is also clear 
that height MA = nA. Now, we claim 
Claim. D satisfies the additional properties (a), (b) and (c). 
Proof. It has been seen in Claim 4 that B is integral over D and that B and D have 
the same quotient field; since B is integrally closed, we conclude that B is the integral 
closure of D. Now, the conductor 55’ of D in B is certainly contained in the 
conductor of C, in B for every A E A, thus 
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thus% = (0) and B is not a finite D-module, i.e. property (a) is satisfied. Now, let P be 
a prime ideal of D and let M,, be a maximal ideal of D that contains P. It has already 
been seen in the proof of Claim 3.1 that DMA =(CA)NA where NA =A&onM~i; 
furthermore, since Nh is the only maximal ideal of CA that lies over MA, we get that 
there exists only one prime ideal Q of CA lying over P, that Q is contained in Nh and 
that Dp = (CA)o. Let 9= C,,\Q; it is clear that (CA)o = (CA), and that the integral 
closure of (CA), is BY; since B is a finite CA -module by Proposition 2.2, we conclude 
that B3 is a finite (C,)s-module, i.e. that the integral closure of Dp is a finite 
&-module; this shows in particular that property (c) is satisfied. If P is not maximal, 
then Q is not maximal either and we can take 6 E Nh\Q; by Proposition 2.2, [belongs 
to the conductor of CA in B, i.e. ,fB E CA, hence B E C,(l/t) c (CA )Y and BF = 
(CA)y; thus Dp = (CA), = Bs is integrally closed and property (b) is satisfied. 
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